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Abstract: Photovoltaic solar cells have been extensively used for various applications and are consid-
ered one of the most efficient green energy sources. However, their 2D surface area solar harvesting
has limitations, and there is an increasing need to explore the possibility of multiple layer solar har-
vest for enhanced energy density. To address this, we have developed spectral-selective transparent
thin films based on porphyrin and iron oxide compounds that allow solar light to penetrate multiple
layers, significantly increasing solar harvesting surface area and energy density. These thin films are
designed as photovoltaic (PV) and photothermal (PT) panels that can convert photons into either
electricity or thermal energy for various green energy applications, such as smart building skins
and solar desalination. The advantages of this 3D solar harvesting system include enlarged solar
light collecting surface area and increased energy density. The multilayer system transforms the
current 2D to 3D solar harvesting, enabling efficient energy generation. This review discusses recent
developments in the synthesis and characterization of PV and PT transparent thin films for solar
harvesting and energy generation using multilayers. Major applications of the 3D solar harvesting
system are reviewed, including thermal energy generation, multilayered DSSC PV system, and solar
desalination. Some preliminary data on transparent multilayer DSSC PVs are presented.

Keywords: spectral-selective solar harvesting; multilayer system; photothermal energy generation;
3D desalination

1. Introduction

To produce clean energy and develop sustainable green/blue infrastructures, solar
energy utilization has been a popular approach due to its technical, environmental, and
ecological advantages [1–5]. Photovoltaic (PV) solar cells have been widely used for various
applications, including solar energy utilities [6–9]. However, the 2D surface solar harvesting
of PV cells has limitations. To meet the total yearly electricity demand of the United States,
an estimated 13,600,000 acres of solar panels would be required assuming 4 petawatt hours
of electricity per year [10]. However, not all lands are available for solar cells, particularly
in densely populated megacities where limited roof space can reduce the potential for
solar harvesting. In such cases, alternative solutions, such as community solar gardens
or building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV), may be needed to meet the energy needs of
the city [11–18].

There is a growing need for more efficient solar harvesting approaches that can signifi-
cantly increase photon collection area within a confined volume. Multilayer photovoltaic
(PV) and photothermal (PT) solar harvesting offer a way to increase the energy density of a
solar system by stacking multiple layers of PV or PT films on top of each other. This results
in more compact and efficient use of space compared to traditional single-layer solar panels.
Transparent thin films allow solar light to pass through multiple layers for either PV or PT
photon conversion and energy generation. By stacking multiple layers, the PV and PT films
can increase the amount of electricity or thermal energy generated per unit of volume.
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Both photothermal (PT) [18–29] and photovoltaic (PV) thin films [1–5,30–34] have been
used for solar harvesting and energy generation. The former converts photons to thermal
energy while the latter generates electricity through different mechanisms, with both
characterized by power conversion efficiency (PCE). To achieve solar harvesting in a three-
dimensional (3D) fashion, spectral-selective transparent thin films have been developed,
analogous to multilayer capacitors that increase the total surface area within a finite volume.
As shown in Figure 1, sunlight can pass through multiple layers of transparent substrates
and generate energy through either PT or PV. For multilayer solar harvesting, both PT
and PV thin films need to be transparent with high average visible transmittance (AVT).
Furthermore, specific optical characteristics of PT or PV are required for optimal energy
conversion. For a highly transparent PT film, absorptions should be concentrated in the
UV and IR regions for photon conversion to thermal heat, while those in the visible band
should be kept at a minimum for high AVT.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram showing the concept of 3D multilayer solar light harvesting.

However, the optical absorption requirements for photovoltaics (PV) are distinctively
different. It is well known that the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of PV cannot surpass
the Shockley–Queisser limit (SQ limit) [34]. The SQ model is established based on intrinsic
limitations, such as blackbody radiation, recombination, and spectral losses. The spectral
losses are limited by the bandgap energy (Eg). Photons with energies lower than Eg do not
contribute to the short-circuit current (Isc) of the solar panel [35]. For instance, in the case of
silicon, with an Eg of 1.1 eV, about 19% of photons have energies lower than 1.1 eV, which
constitutes around 33% of the incident sunlight. The spectral response is the ratio of current
generated by the solar panel to the power incident on it. The high-energy photons close to
the ultraviolet (UV) spectrum contribute to thermalization for silicon semiconductors [36].
Based on these considerations, the SQ limit predicts a maximum PCE of 33.7% for a single
p-n junction with a bandgap of 1.4 eV [34].

We have developed transparent PT and PV films for solar harvest and energy genera-
tion [19–30]. These materials have varying optical characteristics and are used in different
applications, such as solar desalination, photothermal energy generation, and smart build-
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ing skins [20–22,26–29]. Figure 2 displays the absorption spectra of various materials,
with gold nanoparticles [37] exhibiting strong absorption below 300 nm and a peak at
520 nm for visible light absorption. Graphene [38] and Fe3O4 nanoparticles [24–27] have
stronger absorption in the UV range, gradually declining to the visible range and near
infrared. The porphyrin compound chlorophyll [20,21], including its derivatives, such
as chlorophyllin [21], displays a saddle-shaped spectrum with two peaks near 400 nm
(blue–violet) and 700 nm (NIR). The Fe3O4@Cu2−xS thin films have a broad NIR absorption
due to their core–shell structure, characterized by a “U”-shaped spectrum that is ideal for
multilayer solar harvesting [26–29]. The desired spectrum for PT, shown by a dashed line,
has maximum UV and NIR absorption and high transmittance in the visible range.

Figure 2. Optical absorption spectra of different materials as indicated.

By considering the unique optical characteristics of various materials, such as por-
phyrins and iron oxides, a 3D solar harvesting system (Figure 1) can be constructed to
directly convert light into different forms of energy for a wide range of applications.
Transparent multilayers of spectral-selective thin films allow solar light to pass through,
generating electricity via PV or thermal energy through PT at each layer collectively to pro-
duce efficient energy generation and conversion. This approach is fundamentally distinct
from the current 2D PV panels, which have limited surface areas for solar harvesting. The
multilayer concept revolutionizes the current 2D PV and transforms solar harvesting to
3D using transparent thin films, significantly increasing the sunlight collecting area and
energy density in a limited space. Various energy harvesting systems based on different
porphyrin and iron oxide compounds are introduced in this paper.

Two types of materials, iron oxides and porphyrins, were synthesized for PT and PV
applications in previous works [19–30]. Iron oxides have been widely researched on small
quantities of nanoparticles in solutions for medical theranostics [39–42], but few studies
have been conducted on their use in transparent, robust thin films for energy applica-
tions [18–29]. In our laboratory, we have recently developed Fe3O4@Cu2−xS transparent
thin films that exhibit enhanced IR absorptions compared to Fe3O4 [26]. This material
system displays strong UV and NIR absorptions that can be photonically activated to test
its 3D solar harvesting capabilities via the photothermal effect. Using thermal energy con-
verted from the photons on the multilayers, we were able to determine the solar harvesting
and energy conversion efficiencies of the 3D solar harvesting system.
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Porphyrin compounds are well-known for their optical and photosynthetic character-
istics [43–46]. Some bio-inspired materials, such as chlorophyll, have been found to exhibit
PV effects and are used as transparent organic photovoltaics (TOPV) [47–50]. Porphyrins
are organic compounds that occur widely in nature and consist of a central metal ion,
usually iron or magnesium, surrounded by a ring of nitrogen atoms [43–46]. The ring is
made up of four pyrrole molecules that are connected by methine bridges. Porphyrins play
a crucial role in various biological processes, including energy metabolism and oxygen
transport. They have a wide range of applications in fields such as biochemistry, medicine,
and chemistry. For example, porphyrins are used as catalysts in chemical reactions [43] and
as photosensitizers in photothermal/photodynamic therapy [39]. Furthermore, porphyrins
possess unique optical and electronic properties that make them suitable for developing
advanced materials and technologies, such as photovoltaic cells and molecular electron-
ics [47–50]. However, their potential for 3D solar harvesting on transparent thin films
or for photothermal energy generation has not been explored. In this study, we inves-
tigated chlorophyllin thin films for their PT and PV effects in 3D solar harvesting and
energy generation.

2. Synthesis and Characterization of the Porphyrin Compounds

A family of organic compounds with a heterocyclic macrocycle structure known as
porphyrins share a common feature of a ring-like structure composed of four modified sub-
units bonded with carbon atoms (Figure 3) [51]. This structure contains 26 π-electrons, with
18 of them forming a continuous cycle of conjugated bonds as shown in Figure 3. Examples
of porphyrin compounds include chlorophyll (Chl), chlorophyllin (Chlin), hemoglobin
(HB), and phthalocyanine (Phth) [21].

These compounds are well-known for their distinctive and intrinsic photon absorption
spectra over a wide range of frequencies, which are specifically linked to the metal ion
that is bonded to all four nitrogens [46]. For instance, chlorophyll, which has a magnesium
center atom (Figure 3a), exhibits a saddle-shaped absorption spectrum with main absorp-
tions in the UV and NIR regions (Figure 3a), resulting in its green color. By substituting
the center metal atom with copper, chlorophyllin is formed, which displays two absorp-
tion peaks at 415 and 664 nm (Figure 3b). Hemoglobin and phthalocyanine both have
strong UV absorptions. Notably, hemoglobin lacks NIR absorption (Figure 3c), whereas
phthalocyanine has a broad absorption band in the NIR region (Figure 3d) [21].

Other porphyrin compounds were synthesized according to the procedures outlined in
References [20,21]. Chlorophyll was extracted from spinach following a previously reported
method (Refs. [20,21]). Briefly, fresh local spinach leaves were cut into small pieces (~5 × 5
mm2) and then freeze-dried at −40 ◦C for 48 h. The resulting dry leaves (5 g) were washed
twice with petroleum ether (boiling point 40–60 ◦C) to remove the carotenoids and waxes.
The washed leaves were then immersed and stirred in 300 mL of methanol/petroleum
ether (3:1 v/v) at room temperature overnight. Any remaining solids were removed by
filtration, and the resulting solutions were transferred to a separatory funnel and washed
twice with 200 mL of saturated sodium chloride solution. The organic phase was filtrated
and removed by rotary evaporation. The isolated film was then dissolved in 50 mL of
acetone and stored at −20 ◦C for 24 h to precipitate impurities. The precipitates were
pelleted by centrifugation, and the supernatant was collected. The isolated chlorophyll
was dissolved in toluene and stored at −20 ◦C until use. Chlorophyllin sodium copper
was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). For thin film deposition, the
chlorophyllin solution was mixed with PEG in water.
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Figure 3. (a) Chlorophyll structure and absorption, (b) chlorophyllin structure and absorption,
(c) hemoglobin and absorption, (d) phthalocyanine and absorption, (e) solutions of these porphyrin
compounds, and (f) photographs of transparent chlorophyllin and Fe3O4@Cu2−xS [21].

3. Synthesis and Characterization of the Iron Oxide Nanoparticles

Fe3O4 nanoparticles have been extensively researched for various applications in
biomedicine, environmental protection, and materials science due to their magnetic, elec-
tronic, and optical properties [23–25]. They have been used as contrast agents for mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI), in photothermal therapy, targeted drug delivery, mag-
netic data storage, and as catalysts for chemical reactions [52–55]. The Fe3O4@Cu2−xS
composite material, which consists of Fe3O4 nanoparticles coated with a shell of cop-
per sulfide (Cu2−xS) [27], has potential applications in various fields due to its unique
IR absorptions [56–60].

We recently modified Fe3O4 and Fe3O4@Cu2−xS to produce transparent films for
solar harvesting and photothermal energy generation [23–27]. The transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) images of Fe3O4 (Figure 4a) and Fe3O4@Cu2−xS (Figure 4b) nanopar-
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ticles are shown in Figure 4. As shown in this figure, the average sizes of Fe3O4 and
Fe3O4@Cu2−xS nanoparticles are approximately 10 nm and 15 nm, respectively. The
Fe3O4@Cu2−xS solution has an absorption peak at 1160 nm due to its core–shell structure,
whereas Fe3O4 exhibits no IR absorption. The absorption of Fe3O4@Cu2−xS nanoparticles
is characterized by a “U”-shaped curve with significant absorption near UV and a broad
peak at 1160 nm, as shown in Figure 4c. The IR absorption peak in Fe3O4@Cu2−xS has been
attributed to the LSPR coupling between the nanoparticles [61].

Figure 4. TEM micrographs of (a) Fe3O4 and (b) Fe3O4@Cu2−xS nanoparticles, and (c) absorptions
of the Fe3O4 (blue line) and Fe3O4@Cu2−xS (grey line) nanoparticles [27].

4. Photothermal Thin Films for 3D Solar Light Harvesting and Energy Generation

We chose Fe3O4@Cu2−xS and chlorophyllin, among various iron oxides and por-
phyrins, as the base materials for depositing PT thin films due to their unique “U”27

and “saddle” [19–23]-shaped absorption patterns. The Fe3O4@Cu2−xS and chlorophyllin pho-
tothermal materials were synthesized and deposited on transparent quartz substrates [24–30,62].
To uniformly apply the solutions containing Fe3O4@Cu2−xS or chlorophyllin, the glass
substrates were spin-coated with 120 µL of the solutions at 1000 rpm for 30 s using a WS-
400-6NPP-Lite spin coater. The glass slides were first cut into 25 × 25 mm2 substrates and
cleaned by sonicating in methanol for 15 min, followed by sonicating in isopropyl alcohol
for another 15 min. The thickness and concentration of the coatings on the glass substrates
were varied to control the average visible transmittance (AVT), which is a critical factor
in multilayer solar harvesting and was maintained in the range of 85%. AVT values were
measured using a LS116 Light Transmittance Meter manufactured by Linshang Technology.

We have designed and built a solar-powered photothermal energy generator to show
the feasibility of multilayer 3D solar harvesting and the conversion of simulated solar
light into thermal energy in a cuboid structure comprised of multiple layers of PT films
(Figure 5) [62]. As shown in Figure 5, the cuboid is made up of 10 layers of transparent PT
films of either Fe3O4@Cu2−xS or chlorophyllin, each deposited on a 25.4 × 25.4 × 1.4 mm3

quartz substrate. These PT-coated transparent substrates are arranged parallel to each other
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within a 5 × 5 × 15 cm3 cuboid structure with six glass walls. When the simulated solar
light source (0.4 W/cm2) is turned on, the light enters the top of the cuboid and passes
through each PT film substrate layer until it reaches the bottom [62].

Figure 5. The multilayer 3D solar harvesting photothermal energy generator [62]. Reprinted with
permission from Lyu, Mengyao, Jou Lin, John Krupczak, and Donglu Shi. “Solar harvesting through
multilayer spectral selective iron oxide and porphyrin transparent thin films for photothermal energy
generation.” Advanced Sustainable Systems 5, no. 6 (2021): 2100006. Copyright 2023 John Wiley
and Sons.

The heating and cooling cycles are depicted in Figure 6 for films coated on quartz
substrates with an AVT of 85%. Ten layers of these films are arranged in parallel in the 3D
solar harvesting photothermal energy generator (Figure 5). As shown in the figure, both
Fe3O4@Cu2−xS and chlorophyllin thin films exhibit a plateau in their heating curves. The
highest temperatures reached are 76.1 ◦C for Fe3O4@Cu2−xS (Figure 6a) and 71.6 ◦C for
chlorophyllin (Figure 6b) after 80 min of exposure to the light source. To reach even higher
temperatures in the 3D solar harvesting photothermal energy generator, the heating time
can be extended.

As thermal energy generation is cumulative, the maximum temperature of a 3D solar
harvesting photothermal energy generator can reach a significant level based on factors
such as light power intensity, thermal insulation, and duration. Figure 7 shows the infrared
images of the temperature distributions of the PTG before and after light exposure for
various time intervals. With the light off, the cuboid remains close to room temperature
(25.1 ◦C). Upon turning the light on for 15 min, the top part of the cuboid is heated first as the
light penetrates more efficiently from the top. The lower part becomes hotter after 30 min.
By 45 min, the temperature distribution is even, indicating the cumulative photothermal
effect. The temperature can continue to increase for prolonged exposure to the light.
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Figure 6. (a) Heating curves Fe3O4@Cu2−xS, (b) heating curves of chlorophyllin in 3D solar harvesting
photothermal energy generator (Figure 5) [62]. Reprinted with permission from Lyu, Mengyao,
Jou Lin, John Krupczak, and Donglu Shi. “Solar harvesting through multilayer spectral selective
iron oxide and porphyrin transparent thin films for photothermal energy generation.” Advanced
Sustainable Systems 5, no. 6 (2021): 2100006. Copyright 2023 John Wiley and Sons.

Figure 7. Infrared images of the 3D solar photothermal energy generator with the Fe3O4@Cu2−xS
films (85% AVT) at different time intervals. Note that the temperature can continue to rise if the light
source is kept on for extended times [62]. Reprinted with permission from Lyu, Mengyao, Jou Lin,
John Krupczak, and Donglu Shi. “Solar harvesting through multilayer spectral selective iron oxide
and porphyrin transparent thin films for photothermal energy generation.” Advanced Sustainable
Systems 5, no. 6 (2021): 2100006. Copyright 2023 John Wiley and Sons.

The results shown in Figures 6 and 7 provide strong experimental evidence of the
ability to convert solar light into thermal energy through multilayered thin films. The ther-
mal energy generated has a linear relationship with the number of layers, as demonstrated
in Figure 8a, for both Fe3O4@Cu2−xS and chlorophyllin systems. The thermal energy
produced increased dramatically from 5074.3 J (for one layer) to 55,465.8 J (for ten layers) in
the Fe3O4@Cu2−xS system, and from 3826.3 J (for one layer) to 56,143.9 J (for ten layers)
in the chlorophyllin system, both displaying over ten-fold increase. Figure 8b illustrates
the linear relationship between temperature and number of layers for both Fe3O4@Cu2−xS
and chlorophyll thin films, with maximum temperatures of 76.1 ◦C and 70.7 ◦C, respec-
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tively. These temperatures have the potential to exceed 100 ◦C if the system parameters
are optimized. The energy density inside the cuboid increases as the number of layers
increases from 1 to 10, as demonstrated in Figure 8c. Specifically, for Fe3O4@Cu2−xS, the
energy density increases from 1.35 × 107 J/m3 to 1.48 × 108 J/m3, and, for chlorophyllin,
it increases from 1.02 × 107 J/m3 to 1.49 × 108 J/m3. The film AVT, thermal insulation,
and photothermal coefficients can be further enhanced to increase energy density for a
harvesting photothermal energy generator.

Figure 8. (a) Thermal energy vs. number of layers, (b) maximum temperature vs. number of layers,
(c) energy density vs. number of layers for the Fe3O4@Cu2−xS and chlorophyllin thin films for
80 min heating time in the 3D solar photothermal energy generator (Figure 5) [62]. Reprinted with
permission from Lyu, Mengyao, Jou Lin, John Krupczak, and Donglu Shi. “Solar harvesting through
multilayer spectral selective iron oxide and porphyrin transparent thin films for photothermal energy
generation.” Advanced Sustainable Systems 5, no. 6 (2021): 2100006. Copyright 2023 John Wiley
and Sons.

Our investigation aimed to assess the photothermal energy conversion efficiency of
the 3D solar photothermal energy generator, with a focus on the viability of multilayer
solar harvesting. The goal was to generate significant amounts of thermal energy using
an array of PT films, thus providing stronger evidence for the feasibility of 3D solar
harvesting. Based on the results shown in Figures 6–8, the solar photothermal conversion
efficiency (η) of Fe3O4@Cu2−xS and chlorophyllin thin films was calculated [62]. The solar
photothermal conversion efficiency represents the ratio of the energy increase within the 3D
solar photothermal energy generator to the simulated solar radiation. The calculations were
based on previously published methods [21,22,62]. As shown in Ref. [62], η increased from
40.9 (one layer) to 63.4 (ten layers) for the Fe3O4@Cu2−xS film and from 30.9 (one layer) to
61.6 (ten layers) for the chlorophyll film, indicating a twelve-fold increase in photothermal
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conversion efficiency due to the utilization of multiple layers in the 3D solar setup. These
findings suggest that further improvements in solar photothermal conversion efficiency
can be achieved by adding more layers.

5. Transparent DSSC Thin Films for 3D Solar Light Harvesting and Energy Generation

In the realm of solar energy conversion, photovoltaics is a well-known method for con-
verting sunlight into electricity and promoting energy sustainability. Despite its widespread
use, the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of photovoltaics can vary greatly depending on
the materials used, from silicon to polymers [63]. The most common type of polymer solar
cells (PSCs) use P3HT and PCBM polymers and have a PCE of around 13% [64–67]. Al-
though this is significantly lower than the 20% efficiency of commercial solar panels, PSCs
have the advantages of being lightweight, affordable, and flexible for various applications,
such as biomedicine, remote sensors, wireless devices, and enhancing the aesthetic appeal
of architectural designs and building materials.

The power conversion efficiency (PCE) of photovoltaics (PVs) can be limited, espe-
cially in non-silicon-based materials, such as polymer solar cells (PSCs), with PCE around
13 percent [63]. To enhance PCE, we designed a multilayer system, as shown in Figure 9,
which is based on the concept depicted in Figures 1 and 5. This design increases the surface
area exposed to sunlight and compensates for the low efficiency of the non-silicon-based
materials. By considering the PCE of a 3D multilayer solar harvesting system rather than a
2D PV panel, the overall performance can be improved.

Figure 9. Schematic of 3D solar harvesting photovoltaic system with transparent PV films.

The primary focus of our research was to develop the transparent dye-sensitized
solar cells (DSSCs) for the solar system as shown in Figure 9. DSSCs are a type of thin-
film solar cell that harnesses organic dyes to capture sunlight and produce an electrical
current [51,68–72]. The structure of a DSSC typically consists of a transparent conducting
electrode (such as indium tin oxide or fluorine-doped tin oxide), a photosensitive dye
that absorbs light, an electrolyte to transport charges from the dye to the electrode, and
a counter electrode (Figure 9) [51]. In a DSSC, light is absorbed by the dye, which injects
electrons into a semiconducting material, such as titanium dioxide, that forms the electrode.
The electrons then travel through the electrode and electrolyte to the counter electrode,
where they are collected and used to generate an electrical current [51,68–72]. DSSCs have
several advantages over other types of solar cells, including low cost, flexibility, and ease of
fabrication. Furthermore, the use of dyes in DSSCs provides a wider absorption spectrum
compared to silicon-based solar cells, resulting in higher efficiency [51,68–72]. Despite these
benefits, there are some challenges associated with DSSCs, such as the limited stability
of the dyes, the requirement for an expensive transparent conducting electrode, and the
limited power conversion efficiency compared to other types of solar cells.
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Recently, there has been a surge in the use of porphyrins as light-harvesting materials
in photovoltaic cells due to their low cost and easy synthesis, as well as their superior
absorption properties [73–80]. Researchers aim to increase efficiency and lower the cost
of solar energy conversion by incorporating porphyrins into photovoltaic devices. Vari-
ous types of porphyrin compounds have been studied for their photovoltaic properties,
including meso-tetrakis(4-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin, zinc phthalocyanine, and porphyrin
derivatives functionalized with electron-accepting or electron-donating groups [73–80].
Although the photovoltaic effect of porphyrins is promising, there is much room for im-
provement in terms of optimizing their performance in photovoltaic cells and enhancing
their stability when exposed to light for prolonged periods. Nonetheless, the study of
porphyrins as light-harvesting materials holds the potential to lead to the development
of innovative and efficient photovoltaic technologies. The transparent DSSC films with
porphyrins such as chlorophyllin developed in our research can also be applied to the 3D
solar harvesting photovoltaic system (Figure 9). In this study, we chose N719 as the organic
dye in developing the transparent DSSCs.

N719 is a well-known organic dye utilized in the photovoltaic industry, particularly
in the development of dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) [81–86]. N719 is an efficient light
capturing dye with a broad absorption spectrum, making it ideal for use in solar energy
conversion. Originally developed by Grätzel and his team [51], N719 quickly gained pop-
ularity among DSSC developers due to its exceptional stability, low cost, and impressive
performance [81–86]. The dye consists of a porphyrin molecule that has been modified with
electron-accepting groups, enabling it to absorb light and transfer electrons to the semicon-
ducting electrode. Beyond its use in DSSCs, N719 has also been explored for applications in
other photovoltaic devices, including perovskite solar cells and organic photovoltaics [82].
Despite a few challenges, such as limited solubility, N719 remains a favored option in the
photovoltaic field due to its high efficiency and remarkable performance.

In this study, a 0.3 mM N719 solution was developed using a mixture of acetonitrile
and tert-butanol in a 1:1 ratio by volume. The TiO2 layer was deposited on FTO glass using
the doctor blading method and was ultrasonic cleaned followed by acetone and isopropyl
alcohol wash for 15 min. The TiO2 layer was then dried for 30 min at 60 ◦C and sintered for
30 min at 500 ◦C. The photoelectrode was then soaked in the N719 dye solution for 20 h.
The counter electrode, made of Pt, was produced by spin coating an H2PtCl6 solution with
1 wt.% isopropyl onto FTO glass, followed by a 30 min sintering process at 450 ◦C. The
solution was applied to FTO glass substrates by spin coating for 30 s at 4000 rpm using
10 µL of solution on each glass slide. Finally, a DSSC device was constructed by joining
the photoanode, consisting of a TiO2 layer on FTO glass, and the cathode, made of Pt
on FTO glass.

The final step involved filling the photoanode and cathode with an electrolyte solution.
The absorption spectra of a N719 solution with a concentration of 0.01 mg/mL in ethanol is
shown in Figure 10a, highlighting peaks at 311 nm, 384 nm, and 528 nm. The band gap
energy was determined from the first visible peak. As shown in the Tauc plots (Figure 10b),
the direct band gap energy for N719 was calculated to be 2.12 eV. It is important to mention
that the band gap energy for the anatase phase of TiO2 is approximately 3.2 eV, while that
of the rutile phase of TiO2 is around 3 eV.

A ruthenium complex (N719) was used to develop the 3D solar harvesting photovoltaic
system with transparent DSSCs films. Figure 11 illustrates the 3D solar harvesting system,
which is composed of five parallel N719-DSSC thin films with a 3 cm distance between
each photovoltaic layer. The simulated solar light (100 mW/cm2) is directed from the top
down, illuminating the first photovoltaic and then shining through it to reach the second
one underneath it. Due to the transparency of these PVs, the incident light can penetrate
multiple transparent DSSCs, with the first N719-DSSC producing a peak power output
of 4.88 mW, the second 0.643 mW, the third 0.269 mW, the fourth 0.136 mW, and the fifth
0.082 mW. Although the power output decreases due to reduced incoming light power,
each can yield finite power, indicating the viability of the multilayered system, capable
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of solar harvesting and energy generation in a 3D fashion. The power attenuation can be
reduced by improving the AVT of the DSSC films.

Figure 10. (a) UV–vis absorption spectra of solutions of N719 dye with molecule structure. (b) Ex-
trapolation of the Tauc plot for bandgap calculations of N719 dye.

Figure 11. Photograph of 3D solar harvesting through 5 PVs.

The I–V curves for the five photovoltaics are displayed in Figure 12 for light irradiation
of 100 mW/cm2. As shown in the figure, the first layer PV exhibits a considerable maximum
voltage (Vmax) and current (Imax). However, there is a noticeable decrease in the maximum
power (Imax × Vmax) for the PVs under the first layer due to the reduced light power density.
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This is a major issue that needs to be addressed in future research. Table 1 summarizes
all the performance parameters of PVs at different layers. To enhance the performance,
the transparency of the top PV and the distance between the PVs must be optimized. The
research plan is to optimize the PV parameters, including AVT, light intensity, light incident
angles, and interspacing of PVs, in order to maximize solar light harvesting through
multiple layers.

Figure 12. I–V curves of different layers of N719-DSSCs.

Table 1. The performance parameters of the N719 DSSCs under 100 mW/cm2 light irradiation.

Voc
(V)

Isc
(mA)

P Max
(mW) F.F. Light Density

(W/cm2)
Efficiency

(%)

1st layer 0.689 13.245 4.880 0.535 0.100 4.880
2nd layer 0.629 1.406 0.643 0.727 0.017 0.643
3rd layer 0.574 0.428 0.269 1.098 0.012 0.269
4th layer 0.550 0.396 0.136 0.625 0.010 0.136
5th layer 0.519 0.241 0.082 0.658 0.006 0.082

6. Solar Desalination via Multilayer Transparent Photothermal Films

In pursuit of the net-zero mission declared at COP26 for 2050, researchers have con-
ducted fundamental studies on developing an advanced desalination system that is energy-
neutral, emission-free, and climate-positive. As climate change increasingly threatens
freshwater supplies in vulnerable regions across the globe, it is crucial to expand the water
portfolio available for potable, industrial, and agricultural uses. Desalination of abundant
seawater and brackish water presents a promising solution, particularly in arid regions. Sig-
nificant progress has been made in developing seawater desalination technologies to meet
water demands, particularly in arid regions of the world. Currently, two primary processes
in seawater desalination are multi-stage flash (MSF) and reverse osmosis [87–92]. MSF is a
distillation process that vaporizes a portion of seawater into steam using countercurrent
heat exchangers in multiple stages. Solar-powered membrane distillation (SPMD) for de-
salination is gaining worldwide popularity due to its energy-efficient characteristics [93–96].
Despite their ability to produce a substantial amount of fresh water, the high cost of these
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desalination technologies makes them unsustainable and unaffordable for many regions of
the world, particularly developing countries. For instance, the best desalination technology
available in California today costs USD 1100 per acre foot of freshwater [97].

Another possible method of desalination is through solar water distillation [98–100].
Solar stills are typically used in remote areas with limited access to freshwater. Solar
distillation uses heat to remove impurities, including salts, from water, making it relatively
safe to drink. Instead of using machines and electrical power to generate heat and pressure,
sunlight is harnessed to retain enough heat to create clean water vapor in the solar still. Most
stills need to be around six square meters in size to produce enough water for one person
per day. While current desalination technologies such as reverse osmosis (RO) effectively
address rising water demands, their significant energy consumption poses a challenge to
sustainable usage, particularly in areas lacking conventional power infrastructure [87–92].
Additionally, conventional desalination plants, such as RO, raise concerns about increased
greenhouse emissions, air pollution, and noise.

We have developed a novel 3D photothermal solar desalination (3D-PSD) method via
multilayer transparent films capable of solar harvest in a 3D fashion [101]. This concept
is based on the 3D multilayer solar harvesting system as depicted in Figure 1. The thin
films made of the porphyrin compounds and iron oxides are transparent, spectral-selective,
and photothermally activated to raise surface temperature up to 50–80 ◦C under solar
irradiation, resulting in rapid water evaporation on multiple layers. This novel concept
is fundamentally different from the conventional solar stills with a single black layer for
solar light absorption. With transparent photothermal thin films, solar light is able to
pass through multiple layers, not only harvesting solar irradiation in a three-dimensional
fashion but also generating heat on each layer for largely increased total surface area and
energy density in comparison to the single-layer systems

The novel approach is illustrated in Figure 13. As shown in this figure, the core com-
ponent is the transparent photothermal thin film that contains various unique nanohybrids.
Due to spectral-selective characteristics of the film, it preferentially absorbs UV and NIR
irradiations on multilayers for photothermally converting the photon energies to thermal
heat that effectively raises the film surface temperature (>80 ◦C). Each film is in contact
with saltwater flowing on its surface. As heated, water evaporates rapidly and deposits on
the condenser in the desalination process.

Figure 13. The lab-scale transparent multilayer 3D photothermal solar desalination (3D-PSD).
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Based on the concepts depicted in Figure 13, we designed a 3D solar still as shown in
Figure 14. Controlled by valves, seawater is flowing through the surfaces of the transparent
panels in a shallow depth that are constantly heated by the photothermal coatings on the
substrates, resulting in high evaporation rates. Due to multilayers, considerable volume of
water can be processed at high rates depending on the total cross-sectional areas designed.
The system is entirely relying on natural resources: solar light and no electrical power is
required. The system can be scaled up to mega sizes in large fields, capable of producing
a huge quantity of water for agricultural irrigation. While the photothermal effect is
responsible for generating sufficient heat for saltwater evaporation, the light transmittance
of the film allows sunlight to pass through as many layers as possible to increase the
effective surface area of evaporation.

Figure 14. Schematic diagram showing an engineered 3D solar distillation system utilizing the
transparent photothermal film in multilayers. In this system, the total solar harvesting/water surface
area is significantly enlarged, therefore effectively increasing water yield in desalination.

To determine water evaporation rate, we designed a multilayer photothermal evapora-
tion system (MPTES), as shown in Figure 15. The MPTES consisted of multiple Petri dishes
(60 mm in diameter) on top of each other with 75 mm spacing between them. To create the
transparent photothermal films, Fe3O4@Cu2−xS was deposited onto glass substrates using
spin coating. These substrates were attached at the bottom of the Petri dishes. The average
visible transmittance (AVT) of the films was kept at 85% in all evaporation experiments
by optimizing the concentration. We used a total of five dishes with Fe3O4@Cu2−xS films
attached for the water evaporation experiments in the MPTES.
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Figure 15. Schematic diagram showing the multilayer photothermal evaporation system (MPTES).

To investigate the effect of surface area, we determined the mass of water evaporated
as a function of time for the MPTES system containing 10 mL of 3.5 wt.% saltwater without
turning on the simulated solar light. It was found that the evaporation rate of the MPTES
system increased 81.2% by adding four dishes to the single-dish system due to substantial
increase in the total surface area (Figure 16a). While the surface area is only 28.26 cm2

for a single dish, it increases to 141.3 cm2 with five dishes, an increase of 400%. These
results clearly indicate the effects of multilayers on the evaporation rate without any
photothermal heating.

Figure 16. Water evaporation rate vs. time for Fe3O4@Cu2−xS-coated Petri dishes (a) without
simulated solar light on and (b) with simulated solar light on.

However, turning on the simulated solar light for 60 min, the Fe3O4@Cu2−xS film
was photonically activated to generate heat responsible for increased evaporation rate.
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For instance, with only a single layer, the evaporation rate increased 168.3% compared
with that without simulated solar light irradiation (Figure 16b). By adding four more
layers, the evaporation rate increased 68.6% at 60 min and could continue to increase with
prolonged light irradiation. Using the MPTES as shown in Figure 15, water evaporation can
be further improved by optimizing the system parameters and the photothermal films. The
photothermal effects of the thin films can be intensified for enhanced water evaporation
via spectrally tuning the absorptions in UV and IR regions. By further improving AVT
of the thin films, more layers can be added to the MPTES for greater water volume to
be processed. A larger 3D solar distillation system can be engineered and tested with
systematically controlled system parameters, including number of layers, layer spacing,
layer surface area, film transparency, light powder intensity distribution over layers, and
the angle of incident light. The effect of salt content on the water evaporation rate can also
be investigated [22].

7. Issues and Challenges

The 3D system is a new approach in solar harvesting via multilayers of photothermal
(PT) and photovoltaic (PV) films for improving their energy densities to utilize limited
spaces. While this technology shows great promise, it also faces several challenges that need
to be overcome in order to achieve its full potential. For PV cells, the 3D system will require
further improvements in two major aspects, namely AVT and PCE. The former can be
achieved by spectrally tuning the absorptions of PV films, while the letter may be improved
by structural and material designs. As is well known, the power conversion efficiency
of the PV film is limited by the intrinsic properties of the semiconducting materials as
described by the SQ theory [34]. Improving PCE will require advances in both structural
and material designs of PV films. For example, researchers are exploring new materials,
such as perovskites [101–107], for increasing PCE via energy bandgap engineering in metal
halide perovskites [108,109].

The challenges in achieving high AVT will have to be addressed for both PV and PT
films for the purpose of increasing the number of layers in a 3D system leading to enhanced
energy density. To increase AVT, as shown in Figure 2, the visible absorption must be
further reduced via spectral tuning of the PT films, with pronounced absorptions in the
UV and IR regions. One of our recent studies has achieved this goal by synthesizing a
hybrid composed of the porphyrin and iron oxide compounds, specifically chlorophyllin
and Fe3O4@Cu2−xS [29]. While both pure compounds exhibit strong UV peaks, the hybrid
between Fe3O4@Cu2−xS and chlorophyllin is characterized by even stronger IR absorption.
The hybrid typically exhibits a “U”-shaped absorption spectrum that simulates the ideal
curve in Figure 2. Spectral tuning involves adjusting the ratio of the two compounds to
match the ideal spectrum, which can significantly enhance both AVT and photothermal
effect. However, achieving this ideal absorption requires novel designs of hybrids with
compositional optimization.

The AVT issue is, however, more complicated in PV panels. For a silicon-based
PV cell, the absorption must accommodate several conditions: (1) those photons with
energies lower than the bandgap do not contribute to producing electron–hole pairs;
(2) high-energy photons near UV can cause thermalization, which reduces PCE; (3) the
spectral response increases with wavelength and approaches the maximum value near the
bandgap. However, any absorption in the visible band will render the film less transparent.
The perovskite solar cells are designed with larger bandgap energies to improve trans-
parency [101]. Much thinner perovskite films are also produced in the order of 150–300 nm
with improved transparency [101].

Overall, improving the AVT and PCE of the 3D system will require ongoing research
and development efforts. However, if these challenges can be successfully addressed, the
3D system has the potential to revolutionize the field of solar energy by paving a new way
in solar light harvesting and energy generation.
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8. Summary

The area limitations of current 2D PV cells call for new approaches in more efficient
solar harvesting and increased energy density. We have shown that it is highly possible
to harvest solar light through multiple layers of transparent photovoltaic (PV) and pho-
tothermal (PT) thin films, therefore increasing the energy density and making more efficient
use of space compared to traditional single-layer solar panels. The multilayer systems
employ transparent thin films that allow solar light to pass through them for either PV or
PT photon conversion and energy generation. We have investigated the optical absorption
characteristics of both PT and PV, which are differently required based on their energy
conversion mechanisms. The 3D solar harvesting system can provide increased energy
density and space utilization as compared to traditional single-layer systems, making it a
promising solution for densely populated cities with limited roof space for solar harvesting.

This review summaries the status in the recent development of transparent porphyrin
and iron oxide thin films for energy harvesting and conversion via multiple layers. The
multilayer concept will profoundly transform the traditional 2D panels into a 3D solar
harvesting system by increasing the sunlight collecting area in a finite volume. A 3D
solar harvesting and energy generation system has been achieved based on the porphyrin
and iron oxide compounds. A solar-powered photothermal energy generator (PTEG) is
designed with 10 layers of Fe3O4@Cu2−xS or chlorophyllin PT films, each deposited on
quartz substrates. PTEG is illuminated by a simulated solar light source and characterized
by heating and cooling cycles within a given period. The experimental results indicate
that the thermal energy generated has a linear relationship with the number of layers and
that the solar photothermal conversion efficiency (η) increases with the number of layers,
reaching maximums over 60%. The maximum temperatures reached were 76.1 ◦C for
Fe3O4@Cu2−xS and 71.6 ◦C for chlorophyllin after 80 min of exposure to the light source.
These experimental results provide solid evidence on converting solar light into thermal
energy through multilayered photothermal thin films.

Transparent PVs include organic photovoltaics [81–86], perovskites [101–107], and
other hybrid materials [29]. However, the efficiencies of transparent photovoltaic cells
are still lower compared to traditional silicon-based solar cells. This review focuses on
transparent dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) in a multilayered 3D solar harvesting system.
DSSCs are thin-film solar cells that use organic dyes to capture sunlight and produce
electrical energy. Porphyrins and N719 are well-known organic dyes used in photovoltaic
devices, including DSSCs, due to their stability, low cost, and high efficiency. These
materials can be deposited on different substrates as transparent DSSC films for multilayer
3D solar harvesting. Our study highlights several intriguing aspects of 3D solar harvesting
and energy generation using spectral-selective materials: (1) transparent dye-sensitized
solar cells with N719 show considerable power conversion efficiency; (2) the transparent
solar cells can harness solar energy through multiple layers, although with limited PCE due
to attenuation of incoming light power; (3) this 3D system maximizes photon utilization
and generates electricity through multiple layers, opening up new avenues for sustainable
solar energy technologies. The 3D system will require further improvements in two major
aspects of the PV film, namely AVT and PCE. The former can be achieved by spectrally
tuning the absorptions of PV films, while the letter can be improved by structural and
material designs.

The advantages of the 3D solar still are several-fold: (1) no additional electric energy is
needed as in the traditional desalination technologies, such as multi-stage flash and reverse
osmosis processes; therefore, there are no carbon emissions, and they are particularly
useful in remote arid areas; (2) the 3D multilayer channels are capable of producing
desalinated water at high rates compared to those based on membranes and single-layer
solar stills; and (3) the novel 3D multilayer structure can be easily scaled up for agriculture
irrigation. However, the scientific challenges to be addressed are from two major aspects:
(1) transparency and (2) photothermal effect of the thin films. While the photothermal
effect is responsible for generating sufficient heat for saltwater evaporation, the light
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transmittance of the film allows sunlight to pass through as many layers as possible
to increase the effective surface area of evaporation. However, the interplay of both
mechanisms requires systematic investigation. Large-scale solar desalination systems using
transparent multilayer photothermal films can be developed for agriculture and drinking
water in arid regions with critical water issues in the world. This novel concept will
show promise to address various desalination problems, including power shortage, carbon
footprint, and negative environmental impact.
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